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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will conclude the work started in [l] and obtain the 
following result. 
THEOREM. Suppose a Sylow 2-group P of G has a cyclic commutator group 
of order 2nz > 1. Then, one of the following holds: 
6) Q,,dG) > G#3j 
(ii) 02(G) < G, 
(iii) P N A X D2a+z ,
(iv) P N A X &,+a, or 
(v) P ill A x (Z,, 1 2,) 
where A is elementary Abelian. 
In the statement of the theorem, Dan,+2 represents the dihedral group of 
order 2”‘+e, Sa,+z represents the semidihedral group of order 2”f2, and 
Z,, 1 2, represents the wreath product of order 22m+1. We have the following 
immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY. The only indecomposable Sylow 2-groups with cyclic corn- 
nzutator groups which can occur ill simple groups are those which are known to 
occur, namely, Dp,n+8 , 5~‘,,~+~ , and Zz,B 1 Z, . 
Our notation will be consistent with the already introduced in [l]. Thus, 
P’ = [P, P] = <cr> has the unique involution 7, P,, = C,(P’), 
PI = (x E P : x : 0 -+ u . 04!, some /}. 
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In [l], we proved our result for PI > P,, . The remainder of the proof of 
our main theorem will be broken up into three sections. First, we treat the 
case P = P, . Second, we treat the case P > PI = P, , and P,, non-Abelian. 
Lastly, we treat the case P > PI = P0 , and P, Abelian. 
.We will continue the numbering system started in [l]. Our method will be 
strictly fusion analysis, with applications of results of Glauberman, 
Coldschmidt, and Alperin. 
II. kx~nm~ RESULTS (CONT.) 
A recent result of G. Glauberman [2] has come to our attention, and we 
shall use it to simplify an argument in 8.4. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let W be a strongly closed Abelian subgroup of the Sylozu 
2-group P. Then, two elements of P conjugate in G are conjugate in N( IV). 
We recall that W is strongly closed in P ifl Wg n P < W, for all g E G. 
VI. P = P, 
We observe that P = P, = C,(P’) ifl P is of class two. We state and prove 
the following: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. I f  P is of class 2, then one of the following holds: 
(i) O,,,,(G) > O,,(G), 
(ii) P Y A x L16 and 02(G) < G, 
(iii) P N A X D, , 
where A is elementary Abelian and L,, is a unique group of order 16. 
Proof. Assume O,,,,(G) = O,,(G). Thus, T $2*(G). Hence, there is a 
A E P fused to 7. By 3.4, we conclude that C,(A) is Abelian. We next observe 
that [v, .A] : P + P’ is a homomorphism. This is clear by noting that 
h : xy --z xy [xy, X], and also that X : xy ---t x[x, X]y [y, ;\I = xy[.x, X][y, X]. 
So, P = C,(X) <b), for some 6 E P. Also, b” E C,(X) because [P, h] = 
[b, hlZ = [b, A”] = 1 since P is of class 2. Likewise, [*, b] : C,(X) - P’ is a 
homomorphism with kernel Z(P) = C,(h) n C,(b) because C,(X) is Abelian 
and P = C,(X) (b?. Thus, P = C,(X) (b) = (Z(P) (A>) (bj = Z(P) <h, b). 
CLAIM 6.2. Z(P) is elementary Abelian. 
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Let 1 f cy. E Qp(z(P))). If 0’ E Z(P) is fused to (II, then 01’ and 01 are 
conjugate by an element y E iv(P). Since &$(01(2(P))) is characteristic in P, 
we conclude that 01’ = 0111 E QI(W(Z(P))). 
Now assume there is a fi $Z(P) fused to 01. Applying 3.2, we obtain an 
intersection P n Q = C,(p), and a 2-element x E N(P n Q), and a iy’ E Z(P) 
fused to 01 such that x : ,8’ --f E’. By the above, we know that 01’ has a root in 
P n Q. Therefore, p’ = n’“-’ must also have a root in P n Q. Thus, /3’ has a 
root in P. We now observe that the exponent of P/Z(P) is 2, since Z(P) = 
C,(h) n C,(b) and ba E C,(h) and A2 = 1. Hence, /3’ E Z(P). This contradicts 
3.2. Thus, we conclude that QI(CP(Z(P))) is weakly closed in P. By 
Goldschmidt’s Theorem 2.4, and our assumption that O,,,,(G) = O,,(G), 
we see that QI(CJ1(Z(P))) = (1). This is easily seen to be equivalent to the 
statement that Z(P) is elementary Abelian. 
An immediate consequence of this claim is that P = A x (h, bj, where ,-2 is 
elementary Abelian. If b2 E (T), then (h, bj is a non-Abelian group of order 8 
with a noncentral involution X. Hence, (h, b) N D, . Thus, assume 
b2 = zu $ (T>. Then, (X, b) EL,, (this is our definition of&,). Since Z(P) is 
elementary Abelian, w2 = 1 and / L16 / = 16. Compute : Xbhb = X”bTb = 
b2r = WT. Thus, QI(P) = -4 x (X, 7, w> is a maximal subgroup of P. It is 
clear that no element of P - -&(P) is fused to an element of al(P). Thus, 
P* = (xJ~-1 j x -y) < Q,,(P) < P. Hence, by 2.2, we conclude that 
02(G) < G. This completes the proof of 6.1. 
VII. P > PI = PO, P,, NON-ABELIAN 
In this section we will prove: 
PROPOSITION 7.1. I f  P > PI = P,, , and PO is Itoll-Abelian, then one of 
the following holds: 
(i) O,,,,(G) > O,,(G), or 
(ii) Og(G) < G. 
Proof. Assume that O,,,,(G) = O,(G). By 3.6, T is isolated in P,, . Since 
7 $Z*(G), there is a X E P - PO fused to 7. By 3.4, we have that C,(X) is 
Abelian. By our analysis in section IV, X : o -+ u-l and A : 6 -+ bo, for some 
b E PO. Moreover, P,, being non-Abelian implies that [P, , PO] = (T), by 
4.7. Since [*, b] : CPO(h) -+ (T) is an epimorphism, CPO(h) = Z(P) (a>, for 
some a. Hence, P = Z(P) <X, a, 6). 
CLAIM 7.2. Z(P) is elementary Abelian. 
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The proof is identical to that of claim 5.1.1. 
As an immediate consequence, we obtain that P -= A x {X, a, b:>. where -4 
is elementary Abelian. Also, we have (ZI‘%)~ = 1 = a4, since b% and a2 both 
lie in Z(Pj. 
CLAIrvI 7.3. a2 yb 7. 
The proof is identical to that of claim 51.2. 
At this point in the proof, we also assume that OP(G) = G, and aim at 
obtaining a contradiction to complete the proof. 
CLAnI 7.4. If  a” # 1, thelt aa = b&r. 
Suppose a2 f  1, and also that a2 f  b’ar. 
Compute: (haibjz)2 = ~~~(b~ff)’ +, z 5 Z(P). 
Thus, there are no involutions of the form haibjz, i odd. 
Let B = ,<.T E Q,(Z(P)) 1 1 h x as a root in Pj. Clearly, N(P) acts on B since 
B char P. 
Compute: (aWx)a = a2i7ijb’2j, z E Z(P). 
Since (a%jz)a = 1, only if i even and bj E ‘T’ \ i, we see that the only elements of 
B with roots in PI are r, up, and a27. Since N(P) acts on this set of three 
elements and fixes 7, we can conclude that N(P) fixes a2 because P fixes a”. 
Case 1. b”o f  1. Then we see that a E CP(x), for all involutions x E P. 
Since aa is isolated among all square involutions, Lemma 3.1 yields that a2 
is isolated in P and hence lies in Z*(G) by 2.1. This contradicts our assumption 
that O,,,,(G) = O,(G), and completes the proof of 7.4 in this case. 
Case 1. b% = 1. Then P = d x (A, a, b), where h2 = aa = bZ”71 = 
b% == 1, h : b --f bo, h : a + a, a : b + br. Now, set P = ,;2 x (h, a2, b). We 
will demonstrate that the focal subgroup P* = @y-r ( x - y> is contained 
in P. 
Our computations have already established that all involutions lie inside P. 
Let x =E a mod p be an element of order 4, we see that xs equals a2 or $T. 
Also, if y  = 1 mod p is order 4, then ya = r. Since 7 is not fused to aa or a2r, 
we conclude that if x - y, x of order 4, then xy-r E p. 
FinalIy, let x = a mod p, and y  = 1 mod P, and x - y  with x of order at 
least 8. We note that x and y  must lie in PI = B x (a, 6) and must be roots of r, 
Let v  be a 2-element in N(P n Q), where P n Q is a Sylow intersection 
containing both x and y, and assume that z) : x ---f y. Then, [x, V] = x-ry = 
a mod P is fused to some bj = 1 mod P. Moreover, .+y is of order less than 
that of x. By induction, we may conclude that this is a contradiction. Thus, by 
Alperin’s Theorem 2.3, we have that no x = a mod P” is fused to a 
y  r= 1 mod p. 
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Therefore, we have that P* = (xy-1 j x N yj 17 < P, and thus that 
O?(G) < G by 2.2. This contradiction completes the proof of 7.4 in this case. 
CLAIM 7.5. a2 = 1. 
By 7.4, we may assume that a2 = b207 f 1. 
Compute: (h&z)2 = (&)i+++l)i, x E Z(P). Thus, the involutions outside 
of P, are U(P) (u), h&Z(P) (CT). All other elements outside of P, are of 
order 4, and are haZ(P) (u), hbZ(P) (a}. Th ese are the square roots of b”a~ 
and b2a, respectively. Let 6 be <any square root of T in P,, . Then, the elements 
of order 4 in P0 are SZ(P), aZ(P), and &Z(P). These are square roots of 7, 
b%-, and bfa, respectively. 
Let p = A x (h, b2, u, ~6). Observe that no element x = a mod P is fused 
to an element y = 1 mod p, where x is of order less than 8. The key fact is 
that T is not fused to b% or b2ur. 
We now complete the proof of 7.5 by an application of Alperin’s theorems 
and induction as in 7.4. 
CLAIM 7.6. b”u E (T). 
Suppose b2u $ <T> and compute: (h&z)” = ~“f(b”u)i, .a E Z(P). Set 
p = A x (h, a, 6”, u). All involutions lie in p. If x E b mod p is of order 4, 
then x2 = b2u or 62u~. If y = 1 mod p is of order 4, then y2 = 7. If x = b 
mod P is of order greater than 4, then j(x>/ = j(b)]. Moreoverl if \(y)[ = 
]@)I, then y = b mod P. Therefore, x N y implies x E y mod P. Hence, we 
conclude that P* = (xy-r 1 x -yj G P < P and 02(G) < G. This con- 
tradicts our assumption that 02(G) == G, and completes the proof of 7.6. 
We have thus far restricted the structure of P to P -A x (h, a, 6j, where 
X2 = a2 = b2m+1 = 1, h : 6 + bu, x : a + a, a : b - 67, baa E (7). If 6”u = 7, 
we replace h by ha. Thus we may assume, h : b -+ b-l, i.e., b% = 1. Note that 
this means that 7 is fused to either h or ha depending upon whether or not we 
have changed h. The following lemma completes the proof of Proposition 7.1, 
by contradicting our assumption that p(G) = G. 
LEMMA 7.7. Let P = A x (X, a, b), where ,4 is elementary -4belian, and 
x2 = a2 = b2m+l = 1, (%Z),2), h:b+b-1, X:a-+a, a:b+&. ASSZlme 
that 7 isjused to h or Aa. Then, 02(G) < G. 
Proof. We first argue that we may assume that (A, a, b) is normal in 
N(P), provided that we only assume that 7 is fused to /\a,, or hax, , for some 
x,, E Z(P). Let T be a complement of P in N(P). Since aut <u> is a 2-group, 
T centralizes u. Note that all the square roots of u are of the form bx, for some 
x E Z(P). Define, 6’ = ntEr bt. Observe that b’ is well defined since all the bt 
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commute, and also that T centralizes b’. Next, note that if x E P induces the 
same automorphism on <b) as does a, then x: = cu for seme a E Z(p) (if .2: is 
an involution). Define, a’ = nItET at. Observe that a’ is well-defined and cen- 
tralized by T. Now let t E T. If  t : \ , -+ ho% for some i, and some x E Z(P), 
we see that Pm : h -+ kw, for some ‘~1 E Z(P), since t : ~9 ---z ai. Define, h’ = 
nter ht. The above remark implies that h’ is well-defined and again centralized 
by T. Thus, T centralizes (x’, a’, 6’) which is clearly isomorphic to (h, a, b) 
since [ T ( odd. Also, x’ = Xz and a’ = aw, for some x, ZQ E Z(P). We, 
therefore, now assume that T centralizes (X, a, b::. 
Let p = d j< <X, b2, ab) if 7 is fused to hz, for some q, E Z(P), and let 
p = A x (b, ha) if 7 is fused to has, . We will demonstrate that a is not 
conjugate to any element of P. Then, by standard transfer results, vve will 
conclude that O”(G) < G. Let I = hZ(P) C(T), II = XbZ(P) (a), III = 
haZ(P) (cr), IV = aZ(P), V = Z(P) - (T>, VI = {T). We observe that 
N(P) normalizes each of these 6 sets since T centralizes (h, a, b) and 
N(P) = PT. 
We shall say that the subset X of P is 2-fused to the subset ET of P i f f  there 
exists x E X, y  E Y, and a Sylow intersection P I? Q > (x, y>, and a 2-element 
v  E N(P n 8) such that v  : x ---f y. Note that this notion of being 2-fused is 
not necessarily transitive. We shall also say that a subset X of P is fused to a 
subset Y of P i f f  some element of X is fused (i.e., conjugate) to an element 
of Y. 
Now we collect some information about our six sets of involutions. 
(1) VI is not fused to IV U IT. 
This is Lemma 3.5. 
(2) IV is not fused to V. 
This is Lemma 3.7. 
(3) II is not 2-fused to I u III. 
Assuming false and applying definition of 2-fused we get z’ : Xbz + h&u, 
for some i, and some x, w E Z(P). Th en, [Abz, v] is a commutator of order 
2fn+1. This contradicts the fact that j P’ 1 = 2”. 
(4) III is not 2-fused to I. 
For if v  : hax + Xw, then the commutator [Xaz, W] is in IV and must be 
fused to VI. This contradicts 1). 
Case 1. T fused to Xz, . 
(5) III is not fused to VI. 
Suppose hax is fused to T. In view of 3.2 and (1 j, (2), (3), (4) we may assume 
that there is a 2-element ZJ E N(P n Q) such that v  : Xaz --> T, where P n Q = 
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C,(haz). Then, either zl : ha, --f ha,, and z1 : az,x + /\~a~, or z’ : X,q, -+ axa,,-r. 
In either case, we get that IV is fused to VI, which contradicts 1). 
(6) IV is not 2-fused to I. 
For if ZI : ax --f Xw, then [ax, ZJ] = huxw E III is necessarily fused to VI. 
This contradicts (5). 
Now, in view of Alperin’s Theorem 2.3, we see that no az E IV is fused 
ah E I. Thus, a is not fused to I u V u VI. That is, a is not fused to any 
element of P = A x (h, b”, ab). Thus, 02(G) < G and the proof is complete 
in this case. 
Case 2. 7 fused to hax, . 
(7) I is not fused to VI. 
Suppose hz is fused to T. In view of 3.2 and (l), (2), (3), and (4), we may 
assume that there is a 2-element 21 E N(P n Q) such that z’ : hs ---f 7, where 
P n Q = C&z). Then, either ZI : Xax, -+ haz,, and ZJ : azx,, + ha~.q, , 
or ~1 : has, + azz,,~. In either case, we get that IV is fused to VI, which 
contradicts (1). 
(8) IV is not fused to III. 
For if v  : ax + haw, then [az, W] = X.zzu E I is necessarily fused to VI. 
This contradicts (7). 
Now, in view of Alperin’s theorem 2.3, we see that no ax E IV is fused to 
&zw ~111. Thus, a is not fused to III u V u VI. That is, a is not fused to 
any element of P = A x (b, ha). Thus, 02(G) < G and the proof is complete 
in this case. 
This completes the proof of 7.7, and therefore also of 7.1. 
VIII. P > PI = PO, PO ABELIAN 
Firstly we prove: 
PROPOSITION 8.1. If  P > PI = PO and PO is Abelian, and if T is isolated 
in P,, , then one of the follozuing holds: 
(i) 02,,,(G) > O,,(G), 
(ii) O”(G) < G, 
(iii) P N A X L&,+3 , or 
(iv) P ‘v -4 X SZvfi+3 ,
where A is elementary Abelian. 
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Proof. Assume O,!,,(G) = O,(G). S ince 7 is isolated in PO , there is a 
h E P -- PO fused to T. By 3.4, we have that C,(X) is Abeiian. By our analysis 
in section IV, X : (T ---f 0-l and X : b -+ ba for some b E PO. We again have the 
epimorphism [*, h] : PO ---f (u). Thus, PO = C’pO(;Z> <b). Clearly, Cpli(h) = 
Z(P) and P = Z(P) (A, bj. 
CLAIM 8.2. Z(P) is dementary Abelian. 
The proof is esactly the same as that of 5.1 .l, since it depends only on 7 being 
isolated in PO . 
Hence, we have P = 9 x (A, b), where 12 is elementary Abelian and 
(b20y = 1. We now assume that O*(G) = G and complete the proof of 8.1 
with the following claim. 
C‘LAIM 8.3. b”uE (T). 
Assume b% $ (T) and set P = A x (h, b”,o). The rest of the proof is essen- 
tially the same as that of 7.6 with all the “a” ‘s deleted. 
This completes the proof of 8.1, since if b”o = 1 we have (X, 6) ND%,,,+: ) 
and if b% = 7 we have (;\, bj N Sz,+z . 
We now complete the proof of our main theorem with the folloxving: 
PROPOSITION 8.4. If P > PI := PO and P,, is Abelian and if 7 is not 
isolated in PO , then one of the follozuing holds: 
(9 O,,,AG) > G(G), 
(ii) Oa(G) < G, or 
(iii) P ‘v A x (Zp ‘1 Z,), 
where 14 is elementary Abelian. 
Proof. Assume O,,,,(G) = O,,(G) and 02(G) = G. Since 7 is not isolated 
in PO , Lemma 3.5 yields that P,, is i2belian. Since PI = PO we have that 
j P : P,, / = 2. Thus, P = PO ihj, for any X E P - PO . 
CLAIM 8.5. We may take h to be an involution. 
We need only demonstrate that there is an involution in P - PO 1 If not, 
then s),(P) = IfI is Abelian and strongly closed in P. By Glauberman’s 
theorem 2.5 and theorem 2.2, we conclude that G/O*(G) NN(W)/O”(N(W)). 
But 02(N(W)) < N(W), since N(W)/C(W) has a Sylow 2-group of order 2. 
This contradiction establishes 8.5. 
As usual, [*, X] : PO -j (u) is an epimorphism. Therefore, PO = C,@(A) (b? 
where h : b -+ ba. Clearly, CPO(h) = Z(P). Thus, P = Z(P) (A, b). Smce 7 is 
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isolated in Z(P) and C,(S) = P, is a maximal subgroup of P, for all 
6 E P,, - Z(P), Lemma 3.2 implies that there is a Z-element x E N(P,) such 
that x : 6’ f-, 7, for some 6’ E PO - Z(P). Observe that P,, (xi is a Sylow 
2-group of G. We may also assume that x is an involution by 8.5. Since 7 has 
a 2+l-th root (T in PO , we conclude that 8’ = rx has a 2”-l-th root 01 = ux 
in P,, . However, 7 does not have a 2”-th root /3 in P,, , since this would yield 
a commutator [,f$ x] = /VP of order 2”+l, contrary to the fact that 1 I” 1 = 17~‘. 
Since x is an involution, we may conclude that (x, a> N Z,, 1 2, . 
CLAIM 8.6. ii$(al(z(P))) = (T). 
Define, 6’ = ntET 87> where T is any transversal of P in N(P). Since 
St = S mod Z(P) for any t E N(P), we may replace 6 by S’, if necessary, in 
order to assume that WP) = (6,&j. Observe that 
for any a: E Q,(Z(P)). Observe that &‘cP) is not fused to (z~)j”(~) since P does 
not fuse 01 to 017, for any 01 E f21(Z(P)). 
Let 1 # 01 E Q,(W(Z(P))) - (T). Suppose p 4 Z(P) is fused to m. Since a: 
has a root in Z(P), we may use 3.2 to argue that there is a /3’ E P, - Z(P) 
fused to 01. Since there are twice as many N(P)-classes of the form 
CPqx E Ggayz(P))) - (T)) as there are N(P)-classes of the form 
(sa)‘“qa E .Q,(W(Z(P))) - (7)), we may conclude that for some class 
OIN(~), there is no /3’ E P,, - Z(P) fused to a. We then conclude that 
(IIN(P) = &P, So (&Pi = (cF’)) < @(Z(P)) is weakly closed in P. Now, 
Goldschmidt’s Theorem 2.4 and our assumption that O,?,,(G) = O,,(G) gives 
a contradiction to complete the proof of 8.6. 
It is now an easy consequence of 8.6, that P = Z(P) <A, b) = A X (A, b), 
where A is elementary Abelian and (h, b) N Zz,a I- Z, . This completes the 
proof of 8.4. 
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